**PLEASE NOTE**

- **CHECK OUT** time is 12 p.m. or renew permit by 9 a.m. **CHECK OUT** time for cabins is 11 a.m.
- Public consumption or display of any alcoholic beverage is prohibited.
- A maximum of eight people are allowed per campsite.
- Day Use guests must leave the park by 10 p.m.
- Quiet hours are enforced from 10 p.m. – 6 a.m.
- Valid permit required on windshield of each vehicle in park. All vehicles must remain on pavement to avoid erosion.
- Excess parking fee is required at campsites with more than two vehicles (including trailers).
- Campsite must be kept clean; all trash must be picked up before you leave. Dumpster are conveniently located in all camping loops.
- Gray water (dishwater and shower) and black water must be discharged only at dump station.
- Only one unit per site is permitted to hook up to utilities.
- Pets must be kept on a leash no longer than six feet and must not be left unattended or cause a disturbance. Pets are not allowed inside any facility.
- Numbered sites are for overnight camping only.
- Picnicking is allowed with permit only in Day Use areas.
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**SPECIAL REMINDERS**

- **WATCH FOR FALLING TREES.**
- Gathering of firewood is prohibited. If BURN BANS are not in effect, campfires are permitted only in fire rings provided at each site. No ground fires permitted. Please, use extreme caution with any burning materials during the high-fire danger season.